The shipping and petrochemicals group saves its costs in terms of quality of reports, service
level agreements & quick resolution of the problems by using CA EMS/NMS solution.
Velocis understands that IT infrastructure Transformation Program is a major initiative
taken by customer to improve their infrastructure estate in terms of reliability,
availability, improved security and scalability. As there is no discovery model
available to discover the CIs, it has now become very important to establish
one with the latest technologies and standardize the environment.
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The Customer
Professionally
Managed
Professionally managed, the Group has
clearly segregated ownership and
management. This has been done through
a series of top level initiatives, including the
formation of a broad based, empowered
Group Corporate Board which oversees all
businesses, including their strategies and
policies.
The Group’s management philosophy has
stood the test of time through generations
of managers, and drives the management
processes every step of the way.

The Customer has come a long way since
its ﬁrst international foray back in the
1970s. Since then, the Group has set the
benchmark for global partnerships in a
range of industry segments. These are
partnerships based on trust, transparency
and respect for intellectual property rights.
Characterised by strong and conservative
ﬁnancial practices, the Group has a track
record of steady growth and consistent
excellence in all of its businesses.
The Group has 100% or majority or
signiﬁcant holdings in all its businesses.
These businesses are professionally
managed and grouped in industry
segments as follows:
Chemicals
(including Speciality Chemicals)
Ÿ

Ÿ

Group strengths

Engineering Technologies
(Products and Steel Castings)
Ÿ

Shipping

The Group’s innate strengths include:
§

Leading edge HR practices and a reputation as a preferred employer

§

A high level of IT integration with a SAP ERP platform across businesses

§

A global outlook highlighted by successful JVs with world leaders

§

Strategic forward and backward integration

§

The ability to source, apply and assimilate complex technologies in diverse ﬁelds

§

Some of the core values that distinguish the Group are:

§

Unyielding adherence to ethical values and practices

§

Rigorous performance culture

§

Wide ranging social responsibility initiatives

§

Investments in environment-friendly measures going far beyond statutory requirements

Business Challenge:
§

To validate that the IT processes deﬁned are practised correctly, ensuring the controls are
in place

§

To provide quick resolution of incidents logged by users/ auto generated alerts at the
earliest possible time

§

To identify the problems and cause of the problems to avoid recurring incidents in future

§

Effectiveness with which the IT can identify the root cause

§

To ensure the Service Requests are resolved within the agreed resolution time

§

To support the risk assessment for changes effectively with correct conﬁguration
information

§

To ensure the availability of service as required by Business

§

To ensure Latest Patch updates are installed on Servers, End Users Machines, and Network
Devices

Our Solution/Technology
as a solution:
§

Asset Management related services

§

End User System related services

§

Security related services

§

Vendor management related services

§

Service Desk related services

§

Service Delivery Management

§

IT Operations (Network, Server, Storage,
Documentation, Run Book, Risk
Management and CSI)

The Entire Architecture
was built on cloud with
implementation of
all above applications

Business Benets
§

While designing discovery tool architecture for the customer, the future growth and
changing business needs are considered to cater for the business needs and the
architecture is ﬂexible and scalable enough.

§

The solution after implementation is robust, reliable and easily manageable

§

Implement as many out-of-box conﬁgurations as possible to minimize custom
development.

§

Appropriate management reports are also generated by this system.

§

Provide Customer with online access to the Asset Inventory and Management System.

§

Produce periodic reports as necessary, respond in a timely manner to queries concerning
the inventory data.

Velocis Advantage
Velocis Systems Pvt. Ltd. is a leading player in Communications, Networking, Security, Mobility,
Collaboration, Portals, and Cloud. Established in 1995 Velocis is headquartered in Noida and
has Branches in Mumbai, Bangalore, Pune, Delhi, Chennai & Singapore; & offers support in 85+
locations across India. Velocis is uniquely positioned to deliver end-to-end IT solutions
beginning from cabling to collaboration. We bring a broader, deeper and state-of-the-art range
of products, solutions & services to our customers. Our best in class service offerings focuses
on processes to deliver customer delight and help our customers to derive more value out of IT
with a goal to continually innovate. Velocis has a proven track record of delivering best of breed
IT solution. Our team has architected, developed, deployed and managed several successful IT
projects.
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